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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates testing of the procedures and demon
strating of the visual images expressed by the artist over the past
two years as a graduate student in painting, printing, and sculpturing.

ix

INTRODUCTION

The expansion of myself as an artist through graduate work
became of prime importance in my life so that I might grow not only
as an artist but also as an art educator.
Realizing that as a public school teacher I had taken my
undergraduate work twenty years ago, I felt I needed to expand and
express myself through a variety of media.

To gain fortitude, I

started experimenting with oil painting, since that is where I felt
the most comfortable.

Later I shifted from oil painting to acrylic

and watercolor painting.

Ceramic hand building is an important part

of my teaching curriculum, so I sensed the necessity to experiment
with sculpture using various types of clay bodies.

Never having had

any exposure to intaglio printing while I was an undergraduate, I
decided to expand in that direction.
Expanding broadly would be much more difficult than being
specific and focusing on one or two media.

But in facing the challenge

of this approach, I knew it would strengthen my knowledge as a teacher
and also enable me to express myself in a variety of ways as an artist.
Because of the differences between painting, sculpture and
printing techniques, I will discuss my approach to each method
separately.

c
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SECTION I;

PAINTING

I began by laying out my palette on a large sheet of masonite
that had been painted white.

Arranging my warm colors horizontally at

the top of the palette, I formed a right angle to bring the cool colors
vertically down the right side and to end with the neutrals.

I then

combined a 4 ounce bottle of stand oil, a 4 ounce bottle of refined
varnish, and a 4 ounce bottle of turpentine together in a jar,
refer to this solution as a medium,

I will

I used this medium to blend with

my oils to thin them out and make them dry a little faster.

Next to

my palette I arranged an assortment of large stiff brushes including
some large house-paint brushes.

I prefer to work with large brushes,

but I also set out a few small stiff bristle brushes for detail work.
Rags, sponges, and a couple of large jars of clear turpentine for
cleaning brushes and diluting paint were always within reach of my
hand.
The canvas that I had stretched was prepared with rabbit's skin
glue and painted over a white base paint.

I began drawing my composi

tion with, a light yellow turpentine wash.

This turpentine wash is

excellent to use because yellow blends with any color and will not mud
your paints as a pencil lead would.

Also, if you care to make any

changes in your drawing, you can wipe them off with clear turpentine.
In designing the composition for this oil (Figure 1), I decided to
resolve a problem in rhythm.

I chose ballerinas for the subject matter.

My main objective was to show movement.
2

In my planning, which was done
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Fig. 1.

Ballerinas

first in watercolor, I solved the problem of rhythm by using repetition.
I then transferred my composition to the canvas, using the yellow wash
and enlarging it about four times larger than the plan.

The painting

began to unfold and change with one idea leading to another, in other
words the creative process.

When I had completed my layout, I filled

in the large areas and started to blend colors together right on the
canvas, developing a strong undercoat.

By mixing the paints right on

the canvas, I found it had the advantage of achieving several different
values and almost a textural quality.

Use of the palette knife to drag

the paint on the mirrors helped to develop their reflection.

Oils

blend well and can be controlled easily if not too much medium solution
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■ig added t:o the tube paint.

Working in layers from light to dark

yalues and repeating the movement of the arms and legs over the under
coats of paint, I found the rhythm of the ballerinas became apparent.
I yps satisfied that the movement of the repeated lines had established
yipythm and generated an interesting composition.

The colors used were

mainly primary which influenced my selection of the hue of brown on the
large floor area, since some values of brown can be blended from red,
ygl-low, and blue.

The selection of colors is important in any painting

^gcguge it helps to acquire unity.
This composition is purely a product of imagination.

No live

jagdgls were used— "just the feelings and observations compiled by the
artist.

The figures are not intended to be realistic and the distortions

gyigt to help shpw the flow of rhythm.
I have always been fascinated with architecture and the influence
gfiat structures have on the way we live.
ture effects peoplels behavior,

It is intriguing how architec

Space varies in homes for the normal

gygryday habits of eating, sleeping, and preparing food.

I get an

a^rggpme feeling when I see a magnificent building and wonder what it
jiugt have been like to have had a part in designing it, selecting the
materials, or deciding on the mode of construction.

It is almost as if

| gan taste and hear the texture of the stone, glass, or wood that is
Stretched over the bare bones of a structure.

Post and beam, the truss,

§rch, vaults and domes have come down to us through the ages and
grg gtill a part of our world,

Since I am not an engineer solving

problems of how space can be organized nor an architect being responsible
t$e ornamentation of a strug^pre, I can, as an artist, observe,
a^ggragt and put down on canvas a record of the vibrations I receive
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when, encountering a special building,

Eero Saarinen's John Deere

building in Moline, Illinois, is one such building.

The face of this

building with its many eyes of glass that reflect 60 to 80 percent of
the light rays, the steel that partially rusts and corrodes to give a
specific textural effect, and the manmade lake in front of the building
with its spraying fountains that in turn control the building's airconditioning system, are all fascinating.

The architect designed glass,

steel, and concrete to blend with its environment, thus being more
meaningful to the inhabitants.

As I looked up at the sky reflecting

off the glass and touched the steel, I knew why I had painted this
monument to mankind.
The subject matter required a large canvas 3'8" x 4'4" (figure
2).

I immediately decided on warm colors to represent the radiance of

this structure which reflected the cool rays of the sky.
of orange and blue dominate this painting.

The complements

I had such a strong feeling

about this building that I did not do a preliminary watercolor to test
the colors but only a sketch.

I painted with large house brushes and

bold strokes as if I were riveting the steel beams together.
masses of paint and applied it with the palette knife.

I took

Chunks of paint

were applied to build up impastos on the building, trying to show the
texture of the corroded steel.

Suggestions of leaves, branches, and

trunks of trees were dabbed with the palette knife to allow the paint
to raise from the surface and give only an impression of foliage.
Intensely deep valued glazes were developed by paint thinned with the
medium solution and rubbed with rags over the representation of glass
to achieve the reflection of the sky.

This painting went very quickly
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and I felt it successfully projected my feelings about the power of this
unique and lavish structure.

fig, 2.

John Deere Building, Moline, Illinois

During a recent national art convention, I was fortunate enough
to go to Chicago where many lectures and tours evolved around architec
ture.

One of the tours consisted of a bus routed to many of the Frank

Lloyd Wright buildings in the suburbs of Chicago.

Our tour group

visited the Unitarian Chapel, which was one of the first structures to
use concrete for the outside surface.

The inside of Wright's Unitarian

Chapel was enlarged by the many small geometric windows in the ceiling
that filtered in the light.

Our bus also stopped at an estate designed

by Wright; there we explored many of his innovative architectural
designs and we were then invited into the stable of the estate which
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had been converted into a charming house.

The inside of the house

carried a feeling of Japanese architecture.

I took many photographs on

this tour as well as on an inner-city Chicago tour where we were exposed
to more buildings and sculptures.

Some of these buildings were designed

by Wright when he first started his career.
I detect the use of arches in his work;

Only in those buildings did

Wright's lines were almost

always geometrical.
By arranging photographs in an overlapping and interesting way,
I created the composition for my next painting (Figure 3).

I concen

trated mainly on the estate I had visited and the Unitarian Chapel with
the exception of the one arch in the lower center of the painting.

1:
i1
r
iV
I
r

Fig, 3,

Frank Lloyd Wright's Architecture
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I decided to experiment with acrylics on this painting.
the first serious acrylic painting I had done.

It was

Acrylics, being plastic,

have some advantages over oils in that they can be cleaned up with soap
and water, dry faster, and can be painted on just about any surface
without rotting.

Drying quickly can also be a disadvantage when it

comes to blending colors into the surface of another wet surface.

The

acrylic paints are thinned with a matte or gloss medium as well as water
and glazes are developed with a gel.

I worked with thinner paint and

smaller brushes in my approach to acrylic painting than I did when
working with oils.

I used masking tape to achieve the hard-edged lines

in certain areas.

I investigated the thinning with the various types of

medium and water.

The large window overlooking the courtyard is subdued

by a gel glaze tinted with blue.
both brush and palette knife.

The stone on the arch is done with

I felt the composition was strong and

stressed the geometric lines that Wright was known for in developing
his structures.

I was pleased with the ease of transfer from oils to

acrylics which, are much alike in their application, yet very different
chemically.
I started looking for additional fascinating structures other
than buildings.

I found that everywhere I turned the horizon of North

Dakota was lined with old and new windmills.

The old windmills

interested me the most, bringing into focus the memories of the past.
I found many old windmills without blades, only their tails sitting
silently atop their towers.
that remained,

Sometimes there would only be the tower

I found one favorite windmill.

bent out of shape and the tail deformed.

The blades were all

Its ladder was twisted and

turned out of shape as it ascended the tower, and pieces of metal
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dangled from the center of a half platform at the top.

The structural

base of the tower had many pieces missing or hanging as if about to drop.
At the bottom of my windmill was an old pump lying on the ground with a
few pieces missing but generally in pretty good shape.
I walked around it, touched it, climbed it, viewed it from the
valley, viewed it from the hill, and finally came to lie underneath it.
Looking up, I could see it new and in motion, a practical, well-designed
structure serving man.

Bringing my eyes back into focus, I saw its rust

and deterioration and knew my windmill could speak to many as it had
spoken to me.

I lay on the ground and took its picture.

view from which I would paint it (Figure 4).
of the tower twice.

This is the

I repeated the structure

This repetition not only added rhythm, but automati

cally added radiation which is another type of rhythm to strengthen the
composition even more.

This repeated structure leads the eye to the

blades, giving the effect that they could almost be moving.

Fig. 4,

My Windmill
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I decided to experiment painting on canvas board rather than
solely on stretched canvas since my students use canvas board.

The sky

in this painting was applied first with a light blue, opaque acrylic
which dried in about twenty minutes.

Intense blue glazes were rubbed

and brushed on with opaque white clouds built up by the palette knife.
This layer of paint was allowed to dry again and when the background
was completely dry, I drew on the windmill as a second and third layer.
Using warm colors for the windmill made a striking contrast against the
cool colors of the sky.

More intense blue glazes were added once the

windmill was completed, using curved strokes that suggest motion.

When

I felt I had taken the last stroke, I looked at my windmill and realized
how it .had touched my life and made me grow in understanding the past
as well as one of man’s practical achievements.
Having completed my windmill painting, I still had a feeling of
not quite wanting to leave the subject matter.
three or four designs,

Sketching I abstracted

I left them for awhile and when I returned, one

design stood out from the others.

I concluded that I would make a

companion piece to My Windmill painting by using the same size canvas
board, the same hues only in different values, and I would abstract the
windmill.

The abstracted windmill design (figure 5) I selected appeared

almost symmetrical, but I moved it off center just slightly to change
the balance to asymmetrical.

When you first look at the design it

resembles a target, but if you study it for a while, the blades, tail,
and structural form are evident and you can identify the design with a
windmill.

The contrast of the dark blue against the intense orange in

combination with the overlaid alternated blades causes an illusion of
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movement.

Radiation is the main type of rhythm which unifies the design

by carrying the eye to the center point of interest.

Fig. 5.

Abstract Windmill

Being continually conscious of structure, I started observing
steeples and spires.

One of the memories that kept coming to the fore

ground was the observation of a steeple on top of a skyscraper in
inner-city Chicago.

I remember being so taken with the contradiction

of this dainty structure atop this massive building that I took a
photograph of it.

Finding the photograph again, I studied it closely

and then started in my search around town and in the country for
steeples.

Steeples seem to be an extention of roofs,

so in developing

my design, I brought in a variety of roofs, arches, posts and beams.
As I progressed with my plan, I laid it out in watercolor.

I became so
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fascinated with working in watercolor in the plan that I decided to
expand at this point and branch into watercolors for the final painting
(Figure 6).

Fig. 6,

Steeples and Roofs

I selected a good quality paper with much rag content, 140
pound medium.

I had trouble stretching it with the tape coming loose

while drying.

Excited to start, I worked my background using wet into

wet and letting the water carry the paint while blocking out areas with
various light washes,

In my research I had collected several interest

ing magazine photographs of steeples and roofs.

I experimented with

transfers by soaking the magazine photographs in lighter fluid and
transferring it on top of the watercolor.

This worked effectively,

and I used the transfer method in about three places.

I also decided
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to incorporate and collage a magazine-photographed building with a
steeple on it.

Working the watercolor and rubbing the transfer over it

achieved a very transparent quality.

When working with watercolors in

this way, the artist must keep the hand steady and use sponges or
blotters for control.

When I felt I was almost done, I took colored

pencils and added a few strokes.

This painting is dominantly a water-

color but could be referred to as mixed media because of my
experimentation with, transfers, collage, and colored pencils.

It was

successful in all of the areas of experimentation and the fluency of
the watercolor unified all the other media that was used.
My next two watercolors (Figures 7 and 8) take me back to the
setting of my windmill.

The old abandoned farm house with the worn-out

Fig, 7.

Mile Marker 80 II 1

windmill had me charmed, and I knew that painting the windmill was not
enough.

I did not have two paintings in mind at first, but as I worked

on the first painting, I resolved to paint the same setting from a
different angle.
I would use.

There was no question in my mind what type of paint

I had become captivated by the challenges of watercolor.

Fig. 8.

Mile Marker 80 112

These two are companion pieces painted very much with the same
technique.

A light pale blue wash was used for the sky and built up

later with white acrylic for clouds.

Before I added light underwashes

on the ground, I put some rubber cement in areas so when the washes
dried, the rubber cement could be rubbed off and the white of the paper
would show through.

These light and white areas were later covered with

more washes and many blades of grass.

Since watercolor is so fluent,

it was a challenge to see how controlled I could work.

I wanted to be
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unique in my approach to watercolor rather than allowing the water to
fuse the paint together and achieve that very loose feeling, I was
letting areas dry and then working in another layer on top of the first
one.

Watercolor, being a transparent paint, lends itself nicely with

special effects in light becoming possible.
developed with this technique.

Shadows can also be

In my other paintings I had concentrated

so much on structure that I tried to let nature become the dominant part
of the picture.

Each pine needle, each leaf, and each blade of grass

were laid on with separate strokes.
using neutralized values.

I tried to subdue the house by

I painted the windmill so it would be almost

as strong in intensity as the trees.

I felt as if this small corner

of the world belonged to me and in a way it still does.

I was

satisfied with the control I had achieved with watercolor paints and
with the intensity and value used to control the importance of the
objects in the painting.
I have discussed techniques of the various types of painting
as X have progressed.

I have tried to explain how I moved from one

type of painting to the next quite naturally.

,In the plans for my

acrylics and oils I used watercolor to help establish my colors, so
as I began to experiment in watercolor, it was an easy transitional
step.

I felt as comfortable with one as with the other and came to

the conclusion that painting is painting, many of the techniques are
the same; only the media is different.
about painting with watercolor.
observed and felt very deeply.

However, I felt the strongest

The concepts that I expressed were
Being able to relate to the world

through painting has made me a stronger person and a much more knowledgable educator.

SECTION II:

SCULPTURE

Clay as a medium for sculpture is quite natural for man since
he has been relating to it from the time he was a child and played
with mud pies.

It allows for creativity in three dimensional form with

very little resistance from the media itself.

For this reason it is a

good material for using with young and old alike because of everyone's
familiarity with it.
Earth must be dug up from the ground and refined before it
becomes clay that the potter or sculptor uses.

The various areas from

which it is taken gives it its color and texture.

For example, the

Indian Red Clay that I used contains a great deal of iron causing its
red hue.

I selected a variety of clay bodies to use so that I would

know how each reacted to firing and glazing.

The clay bodies I used

were Indian Red, White Talc, Stoneware, and North Dakota clay.

Each

type of clay must be wedged thoroughly before using and kept moist while
the sculpture is in the building process.

The walls of the sculpture

must be kept to approximately one half inch thick with an opening
accessible for the heat and air to travel inside as well as on the
outside of the sculpture.

The bisque firing temperatures for all the

clay bodies that I used were the same (1700 degrees) except for the
stoneware (2300 degrees).

The stoneware is fired at a higher tempera

ture so that the texture of the little stones will show and be seen in
the finished piece.

The glazes I used were mainly commercial or pre

mixed glazes since the study of glazing is extensive in itself.

16

After
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each piece dried slowly for about a week, I applied the glazes to add
details and make the sculpture more complete.

The temperature of the

kiln during glazing was brought to 1900 degrees since all the glazes I
used were at cone 05 or 06.

I have selected only three of my experi

mental sculptures to be represented here.
I did several sculptures that I developed into wall hangings.
The sculpture that I call Masks (Figure 9) was designed on paper first.

Fig. 9,

Masks

J worked with the slab method, rolling out the North Dakota clay body
to the right thickness.

As I rolled it out, the edges cracked.

I liked

the feeling of the rough natural edges, so I left them and started to
roll out another slab of clay to cut cylindrical forms from which I
would build the nose and mouth.

I also cut and used five cylinders
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built on the back of the sculpture so it would rise away from the wall.
Triangles were cut from a slab and attached around holes I had formed
for the eyes.

The triangles and cylinders were added to the main slab

by scratching each surface and applying slip clay.

This process is of

great importance so the pieces will stay attached and become one;
otherwise in the heat of the baking process the clay will shrink and
the two pieces will fall apart.

Taking the end of a ruler, I pressed

texture into-the face of the main clay slab.
dried and bisque fired.

The sculpture was then

When the bisque firing was finished, I selected

a rich earth-colored red-brown glaze.

I applied this with a soft brush.

I took a charcoal black-colored glaze and trimmed the edges of the
cylinders.

This was put into the kiln for a final firing.

When the

sculpture was glazed and out of the kiln, I incorporated the leather
strips to develop the nose, accent the eyes, and suggest hair for a
beard.

I was pleased with the results.

Now I have a deeper insight

into how primitive man communicated to his world through masks.
While wedging the White Talc clay, I decided to develop a sculp
ture that involved the senses (Figures 10 and 11).

In planning the piece

I left out the sense of touch, using only the senses in the head.
built the sculpture around the symbol of a person’s head.

I

Noses,

mouths, ears, eyes, eyelids, twist and flow repeatedly around this
sculpture.

I placed the features in the realistic positions on the

head, with the exception of the ears.

Using the pinch method, I formed

the features, and I rolled out slabs for the base and main wall of the
sculpture.

Scratching and adding slip clay, I added the features to

the slabs.

The noses were hollowed out from the inside wall so they

would not crack during firing.

The thickness at the bottom of this

Fig, 10.

Sensory Feelings (View 1)

Fig. 11.

Sensory Feelings (yiew 2)
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piece had to be closer to one inch to allow for a stronger foundation.
When the piece was dried and bisqued, I chose to use underglazes to get
more detailed colors; these were applied first.
applied on top of the underglazed details.

A matte overglaze was

The glazing required another

firing at 1900 degrees.
In the baking the clay cracked in a few places but did not
distract greatly from the sculpture.

I added a synthetic braid of hair

to the top of the sculpture and rings in the noses and the ears to
complete the symbol of the head.

I was gratified by the fact that it

was technically sound and that it represented my feeling about how the
senses make us relate more humanly to the world.
Because of my interest in young people and an awareness of the
American Indian’s search for equality in our culture, I decided to
sculpture an Indian youth looking toward the future (Figures 12 and
13)..

Indian Red clay was the most natural clay body to use for the

theme of this sculpture.

I was originally going to use the natural red

state of the clay with only a clear glaze over the top once it had been
bisqued.

However, the kiln seemed to get too hot, causing the figure

to fall forward while baking and coming to rest on another clay object.
The only damage this did was to distort one eye slightly and to cause
the figure to lean forward a little.

This condition was corrected by

adding small wedges under the feet of the figure.

It also prompted me

to change my mind about risking another baking with the glazing of the
clear transparent glaze.
ment with a stain.

I decided instead of glazing I would experi

Rubbing in a dark brown stain over the figure, I

let it dry and put on a second coat of black stain,

I let the black

stain remain a few minutes and then I began to rub it off while still
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Fig. 12.

in the wet stages.

Indian Youth (View 1)

When this second stain dried completely, I proceeded

to put on a third gold stain.

This, too, was rubbed off while wet.

intensity of the gold gave the two darker undercoats a soft glow.

The
1 am

grateful for what the exposure to it has added to my knowledge of how
to build a figure with clay.

With each arm and leg hollowed out and

built separately, I scratched them together so they would hold securely.
I then supported the members of the figure with newspaper to give them
strength while drying.

The fingers, each strand of hair, and the expres

sion on the face pulled from me a knowledge that I had never expressed
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before.

My Indian youth, with his eye on the future, was complete.

I

now can relate to my young Indian students when they identify with the
Indian Red clay body which is almost always their preference.

I look

at my sculpture which tells the world I empathize with one of its many
social problems.

Through the completion of this sculpture, I became a

little more competent in technical skill and more of a humanitarian.

Fig. 13.

Indian Youth (View 2)

The experience I had with developing the skills of hand building
with clay to produce my sculptures was completely different from expres
sing myself through two-dimensional work.

It is so essentially physical
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that it forces you to become almost a part of it.

The concentration

of building each part and the joining of these parts together made me
feel as if my mind and hand were one in the same.
an extension of this oneness.

The clay body became

I not only had grown in a new skill but

had also found another outlet for expressing my visual images.

SECTION III:

INTAGLIO PRINTING

I will dwell briefly on the technical process in intaglio
printing.

Engraving is done on a zinc, copper, or plexiglas plate.

The tool used to do the engraving is a burin.

The burnisher and the

scraper are used like an eraser to scrap or rub out lines and polish
areas.

A plexiglas plate may be used for either the engraving or dry

point technique.

The zinc plate is usually painted with an asphaltum

which is a thinned tar-like substance.

The asphaltum is dried on a hot

plate, and when it is cooled you can use the etching needle to scratch
the design onto the plate.

When the designs are complete, the plate

is immersed in acid solutions that have been diluted with water.

To

aquatint a plate it is covered with asphaltum again leaving areas
exposed this time.

This area is dusted with a rosin or black spray

paint and put back into the acid solution.

Aquatinting different areas

is usually repeated many times to achieve the different values in a
print.

A variety of processes will be covered in the following specific

prints.
Selecting a good quality paper and knowing how to use the
printing press is also important ior successful prints.
that I used were Murillo, Copperplate, and Rives.

The papers

I used Copperplate

a great deal because the soaking time for that was just a few minutes
and time was usually a factor I had to consider.

Murrillo and Rives

paper had to be soaked about one-half hour or longer before being used.
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Inking the plates and wiping them was a very physical process.
The printer's ink that I used could be affected by the humidity which
sometimes made the job laborious.

I found that my most successful

prints turned out when a plate had been hand-wiped.
Centering the paper on the plates, running the prints through
the press and finally the viewing of my prints was always exciting.
The taping of the prints to a flat, smooth surface to dry was sometimes
a struggle and had to be done several times before they were successful.
My first print was a dry point done on plexiglas (Figure 14).
The dry point method used on the Eagles Nest 1975 was direct scratching
onto the plexiglas.

The darker areas were achieved by many cross-

hatched lines scratched on the plate.

I selected eagles as my theme

since I had just spent a month on our houseboat on Cass Lake and each

Tig, 14.

Eagles Nest 1975
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day we observed several eagles.
magnificent wing spread.

They would circle and fly with their

I spent time sketching them only to wish I

might see them at a closer view.

On the day when my family set me

ashore to go berry picking they found an eagle's nest sitting in an old
tree stump and later gave me many descriptions of it.
My first zinc plate was 8-1/2" x 11-1/2" (Figure 15).

It was

my first attempt at aquatinting, and 1 worked very cautiously— almost
too cautiously, causing my background value to be too pale.
value in the weed itself was a better aquatint.

The second

A line bite was etched

on top of the aquatint.

Fig, 15.

Weed Seed— 8-1/2" x ll^L/2"

Liberation (Figure 16), a 7" x 10-1/4" plate, is my second
attempt to concentrate more on the values I could achieve with aqua
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tinting.

I experimented here with a new acid bath, timing the back

ground at five minutes in 12-to-l acid.

I left the plate shiny where

I had done most of the engraving, hoping that the lines would be more
distinctive.

The body of the lion was aquatinted in 12-to-l acid for

about 15 minutes.

I was hesitant to aquatint the face of the lion for

fear of losing his expression.

I would consider the fact that I did

not aquatint the lion's face a weak point of this plate.

Fig. 16,

Liberation— 7" ;x 10-1/A"

Straight-biting is rather frightening when you first try it.
On my print North Dakota Grains (Figure 17) after I had aquatinted the
backgrounds, I aquatinted the flax grain without the use of line so it
would be subdued and recede into the background of the grouping.

To

achieve a sharp embossed line, I did straight-biting on the oats grain
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with aquatinting on the recessed area.

The overall tone of this print

is soft and mellow with the accent on the oats.

Since I have lived in

North Dakota all of my life, I decided that a theme involving all of
the North Dakota grain would help express my heritage.

I incorporated

the names of the grain, so those viewing the print could become
knowledgeable with the varieties that North Dakota produces.

The

straight-bite experiment was successful and the soft, subdued drawing
without lines on the flax added a slight perspective to the print.

Fig. 17,

North Dakota Grain— 5" x 10"

On the next print (Figure 18) I worked a little larger and did
my line hite in 12-to-l acid for about 40 minutes.

I used 12-to-l acid

for the aquatinting on the background, three-fourths of a minute on
parts of the background, and one^ndr-one half minutes on other parts
of the background.

I could barely see my lines, so I experimented with

the burnisher and produced highlights developing a completely different
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effect than in any of the other prints.

I was pleased with what I had

learned from my over-aquatinting and use of the burnisher.

The theme

of this print involves the various moods and struggles experienced with
my own family unit while in the process of raising three children.

Fig. 18.

Family— 10" x 13"

Old Saint Paul's is one of my most successful as well as one
of my most favorite (Figure 19).

This was the Episcopal Church of which

my family were members when I was a child.

It used to stand on the site

of the current Telephone Company in Grand Forks, North Dakota.

The

main window that is seen in the print was the window above the altar
that I used to gaze at as I sang in the junior choir.

The church
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steeple and the smaller windows were studied from slides to get a
fairly accurate view of what the stain-glass windows were like when the
church was still standing.

The repeating of the dove from the main

window and the steeple gives strength to the composition of this print.
The white area in the crosses and in the windows is where the zinc
plate has been left highly polished with no aquatinting on it.

Fig. 19.

Old Saint Paul's— 13" x 18"

The line bite was placed in 6 to 1 acid for 45 minutes.

The

aquatints were done in 12-to-l acid, leaving each one in a little
longer tlian the previous aquatint exposure.

Some of the aquatinting on

this was done with black spray paint instead of rosin.

I was very

happy with the results of the print and did a great deal of hand
rubbing on the plate to get just the right touch to the prints.
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The Triangle (Figure 20) is 8-1/2" x 5-1/2".

It is also a

strong print with the line bite well established and holding the
composition of the print together.

I tried several different techniques

on this plate I had not tried on my previous plates.

Toward the bottom

of the plate I used a sugar-lift application to achieve a certain type
of texture.

A sugar-lift is a mixture of 1/3 India ink, 1/3 liquid

soap, and 1/3 sugar which when applied to an area and put into the acid
causes a textural effect on the plate, thus showing up in the printing.
I also tried a stencil roll-up over the top of the final prints when
they were dry which shows up as the red triangle on the print.

I was

delighted with the rich line bite that brings out the many detailed
lines as well as the four values that accent this print.

The experi

mental stencil roll-up and the sugar lift were technically successful.

Fig. 20,

Triangle--8-l/2" x 5-1/2"
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Feeling very confident now, I shaped a plate like a frog which
I called Prince Charming (Figure 21).

I cut the zinc with a band saw,

*

Fig, 21.

Prince Charming— 9" x 6"

filing all the edges to a bevel as usual and bringing the surface of
the plate to a high polish with a special polish.
with whiting and alcohol.

I finally rubbed it

The first thing that I did was to straight-

bite the eyes, the mouth, and between the arms and body.

The straight-

biting caused these areas to show an embossing when printed.
aquatinted these areas.
stomach.

I then

The next aquatint was the body and finally the

I laid a piece of cheese cloth on the body of the frog elim

inating the stomach.

I ran the plate through the press and then pulled

the cheese cloth off the plate, leaving lines to straight bite.
added a texture to the skin of the frog.

This

There could only be one name

for this frog as he leaped outward and into my life— Prince Charming, a
fairy tale come true.

As Prince Charming leaped magically from the

paper to life, I printed a companion piece to it— Prince Charming and
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His Shadow (Figure 22).

On the companion piece X inked the plate only

once but placed it down separately four times, running it through the
press each time.

Prince Charming was a successful learning experience.

Fig. 22,

Prince Charming and His Shadow— 9" x 6"

The next problem to solve was to see if I could use two plates
involving two colors.

My mother had given me her shell collection

which I treasured as a symbol of her teaching.

She found beauty in all

nature and made me conscious of enriching my life with it.

It is this

shell collection that I chose to fantasize in a setting of sand in the
glow of the sun.

The first plate was the line bite with aquatints

showing the values of shading and allowing shadows within and around
the shells.

This plate was rubbed with a black ink.

The second plate

was a shallow line bite with aquatints in the sky showing the radiation
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around the sun and the poppy with its two petals.
plates up successfully was a problem.

Lining these two

On only one print did I line the

two plates up with what I would call a fairly complete matching of line
and color.

I also feel the gray tone in the plate rubbed with black

ink should have been taken to one more value of a darker gray, but I
am not unhappy with it.

Fig, 23.

Poppy Shells— 9" x 13"

My last print is called Laura (Figure 24).
views of my daughter.

These are various

I did not try to draw her realistically as much

as to catch her moods, her captivating personality, and the way her
hair softly folds around her face.

The naked trees with their exposed

roots symbolize that she is yet to bear foliage and be established in
her own right.
life.

The sun adds the warm glow that she produces in my
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Fig. 24.

Laura— 6" x 12"

I proceeded to use three plates and three colors.

The first

plate was the black plate which produced the black line drawing and an
aquatint for the shadows of the face.

The second plate was the red

plate which produced the value of the trees and a light red aquatint
for part of the face tone.
of the upper lip.

I also used a darker aquatint for the red

On the third plate yellow ink was used to blend with

the red to produce the warm skin tone on the face, the yellow of her
hair, and the brightness of the sun.
and in some areas of the face.

Aquatinting was used on the hair

The sun was the strongest aquatintcd

area.
I had more success in lining these plates up when running them
through the press.

I was not completely satisfied with the contrast on
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this print, and I think that there should probably be more aquatinting
on the yellow plate so that Laura’s hair would show up as a distinctly
yellow cast.

I might consider using a more intense yellow ink to see

what that would produce.
expressive quality to it.

I do like this print and feel it has a soft

CONCLUSION

In my introduction I stated that it was of prime importance in
my life that I grow not only as an artist but as an art educator.

Being

able to develop my concepts and relate to the world around me makes me
a more total human being.
lives of others.

Through this sensitivity I hope to touch the

The students with whom I come in contact every day

need to be able to deal with their environments.

I can help them to do

this through the expressing of their concepts and observations.

The

type of human being I am while I guide them is of utmost importance.
My experiences and sensitivities as a person can assist them in communicating their own insights,

I strongly feel that through extending and

expressing ourselves through art experiences in any form we confront
our problems and adjust to our environments more humanly.
Young people also need an example to follow.

If they can look

to their teacher as a qualified technician and a practicing artist,
they can see a little easier into the future.

Their aesthetic education

becomes more serious to them when they observe adult examples striving
for a sense of perception.

There is always that feeling of searching

for the finest and the most enriching way.

It is through our sensitivi

ties that we expand aesthetically and express to the world what we have
found that enriches our lives.
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